Compound Word Match

1. Lay two word cards next to each picture to form a new compound word. To help you, the first part of each compound word is on a yellow card. The second part of each word is on a white card.

Example:

2. Check your answers. Does each word make sense?
3. In your learning log, write the first part of each compound word listed below. Copy the second part of each word from the word card matches you made.

   1. motor__________________
   2. mail___________________
   3. pea___________________
   4. cart___________________
   5. drum___________________
   6. lip___________________
   7. piggy_________________
   8. grass_________________
   9. hair___________________
  10. hand__________________

Note to teacher: Use only half of the word cards for this center, and the other half of the cards for the next center.